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The UAE will host the 28th United Nations Climate Change
Conference, or COP28, in 2023, as announced during the recently
concluded COP26 in Glasgow.
 
The UAE and US also launched the Agricultural Innovation Mission
for Climate (AIM for Climate)—an initiative to accelerate climate-
smart agriculture and food systems. Raising $4 billion in
investment, AIM for Climate is supported by over 30 countries and
45 non-government partners, including the Bill & Melinda Gates
Foundation.
 
Learn more about UAE-USA climate collaboration.
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@ClimateEnvoy
Congratulations to Egypt as the newly-announced host of #COP27
and to the UAE as the host of #COP28. The United States looks
forward to working with both countries to carry forward the
progress of Glasgow and drive further climate action.

@secvilsack
It was an honor to join UAE Minister of Climate Change & Env., H.E.
@Mariammalmheiri to discuss #AIM4C. We're at a crossroads
facing challenges to end hunger, address climate change & fight an
ongoing pandemic. Together, we can do more & ag must be part of
the solution. #COP26
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@UAEClimateEnvoy
Met with Special Presidential Envoy John Kerry @ClimateEnvoy
at @COP26 and exchanged ideas on sustainable, scalable climate
action. Looking forward to working together in the future and at
#UAECOP28 if we are confirmed as hosts. #COP26 #UAEforClimate

@BillGates
Unless smallholder farmers can adapt to climate change, we will
lose the global battle against hunger and poverty. @AIMforClimate
is rising to the challenge and supporting major investments in
@CGIAR to power agricultural innovation.
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@PowerUSAID
Thanks to @SecVilsack, @ClimateEnvoy, @mariammalmheiri,
@e_cousens, & @SenBobCasey for joining in a great discussion
@COP26 today on @AIMforClimate, and @USAID’s commitment to
the initiative.

@IRENA
💡#ETAF is @IRENA & #UAE's response to the urgent need for
#ClimateFinance to achieve #NetZero. Launched at @COP26 &
bolstered by @ABUDHABI_FUND, it will mobilise US$1 billion for
#renewables in developing countries in 2030.
 
#ChooseAction & join us here 👉 http://bit.ly/3mKFsgK

This Month in History
In November 2017, the Louvre Abu Dhabi opened its doors to
the public. Building on the UAE’s mission to promote cross-cultural
connection and tolerance, the Louvre Abu Dhabi aims to connect
the world through art. The museum brings together creations from
every corner of the world to tell the global history of humankind
through art. Visitors can see iconic works in a new light, side-by-
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side with contemporary Arab art pieces. By 2019, the Louvre Abu
Dhabi had already earned the title of most visited museum on the
Arab world, amassing over 2 million visitors. The museum is
celebrating its anniversary and the UAE’s golden jubilee by
displaying over 100 new pieces of art, including French artist Jean-
Honore Fragonard’s The Bolt.
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